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Cross-domain recommendation is a typical solution for data sparsity and cold start issue in the� eld of location recommendation.
Speci�cally, data of an auxiliary domain is leveraged to improve the recommendation of the target domain. There is a typical
scenario that two interaction domains (location based check-in service, for example) combine data to perform the cross-domain
location recommendation task. Existing approaches are based on the assumption that the interaction data from the auxiliary
domain can be directly shared across domains. However, such an assumption is not reasonable, since in the real world those
domains may be operated by di�erent companies. Therefore, directly sharing raw data may violate business privacy policy
and increase the risk of privacy leakage since the user-location interaction records are very sensitive.
In this paper, we propose a framework named privacy-preserving cross-domain location recommendation which works
in two stages. First, for the interaction data from the auxiliary domain, we adopt a di�erential privacy based protection
mechanism to hide the real locations of each user to meet the criterion of di�erential privacy. Then we share the protected
user-location interaction to the target domain. Second, we develop a new method of Con�dence-aware Collective Matrix
Factorization (CCMF) to e�ectively exploit the transferred interaction data. To verify its e�cacy, we collect two real-world
datasets suitable for the task. Extensive experiments demonstrate that our proposed framework achieves the best performance
compared with the state-of-the-art baseline methods. We further demonstrate that our method can alleviate the data sparsity
issue signi�cantly while protecting users’ location privacy.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Location recommendation has wide applications in various services, such as GPS navigation, location-aware social
network, etc [15, 25, 50]. The de�nitions of location in existing researches are various, including an individual
POI (Point-of-Interest) [28, 29, 57, 58], venue [36, 56] or even POI sequence [12], among which the individual POI
is the most widely used one. To achieve the goal of recommending a new location (i.e. individual POI) to a user
that has never visited before, most of existing recommender systems adopt collaborative-�ltering (CF) [41], i.e.,
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utilizing collected records of users’ historically visited locations (a.k.a. interaction data), to learn users’ interests
and locations’ features. However, such method usually su�ers from the data sparsity issue [27]. Speci�cally, it
cannot precisely infer a user’s interests if she visited only few locations. It is the same with inferring locations’
features when a location has been visited by just a few users. Sometimes, it will be even worse if there exist
cold-start users or locations [59]. To address such data sparsity issue, a typical solution is borrowing data from
auxiliary domain (collected from another LBSN service provider, for example) to assist in learning users’ interests
and locations’ features, and improve the recommendation accuracy. Such solution is named cross-domain location
recommendation [10, 22].
Cross-domain location recommendation can be divided into three components, data sharing, model building,
and recommendation presenting. However, there exist severe risks of leaking user privacy in such systems,
especially when sharing data from the auxiliary domain to the target domain. Speci�cally, in most scenarios,
these two domains are typically operated by two companies. Sharing data cross companies becomes a great
concern recently, especially after the enactment of GDPR 1 (short for General Data Protection Regulation) in
2018. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that users’ identi�ers can be de-anonymized with high probability
from their trajectory data in recent studies [39, 40, 48, 49].
Therefore, to perform the task of utilizing interaction data across domains for location recommendation,
approaches that avoid directly sharing data are more practical. However, on one hand, it has not been studied yet
in the research� eld of cross-domain recommendation, to the best of our knowledge. On the other hand, existing
researches on privacy-preserving recommendation are only suitable for single-domain scenario2 , focusing on
preserving privacy in collecting data from a single domain, model training or presenting recommendation results to
users. Actually, in this paper, we are focusing on potential risk of leaking privacy in data sharing, which is a
speci�c component in cross-domain scenario. To address it, we propose a novel two-stage framework which
applies privacy-preserving mechanism in the� rst component (i.e., data sharing). Speci�cally, at the� rst stage,
we apply a widely used privacy criterion, di�erential privacy [13], to our task and design a semantic-aware
obfuscation method. Speci�cally, this method adds noise to raw data based on di�erential privacy, in order to hide
the real locations for the auxiliary interaction data during data sharing. In other words, we obtain obfuscated
interaction data that is protected under the di�erential privacy criterion. Then this protected data can be shared
to the target domain. At the second stage, we propose a novel matrix factorization method which� rst calculates
a con�dence matrix with transferred auxiliary interaction matrix, and then combines this matrix with two
interaction matrices of two domains to perform a collective matrix factorization for recommendation. This
method of con�dence-aware collective matrix factorization not only e�ectively extracts signal from transferred
obfuscated interaction data, but also balances the in�uence of the auxiliary and target domains.
To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We present a new framework for privacy-preserving cross-domain location recommendation. In this framework,
interaction data from the auxiliary domain is protected via our obfuscation mechanisms, which meets the
criterion of di�erential privacy, before shared to the target domain. With this criterion, the knowledge the
attacker gains after obtaining the transferred data is bounded, no matter what prior knowledge he has.
• We propose a novel recommendation solution named CCMF to resolve the key challenges of leveraging the
obfuscated interaction data. The design distills useful signals from interaction data, and appropriately combines
them with the interaction data of the target domain.
1 https://eudgpr.org
2 Note

that in single-domain recommendation, there are also three components: data collection (rather than data sharing), model training
and results presenting. Therefore, risk of privacy leakage in data sharing has never been concerned in privacy-preserving single-domain
recommendation methods.
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• Experimental results on two real-world datasets demonstrate that our method can help improve recommendation in the target domain by 2.05%-111.76% while protecting the interaction data in the auxiliary domain.
Further studies verify the e�cacy of this method on recommendation task for sparse locations.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. We� rst discuss the related works in Section 2. We formulate the
research problem and present the system overview in Section 3. We then elaborate our proposed method in
Section 4 and conduct experiments on Section 5. Lastly, we further conclude this work and discuss the future
work in Section 6.

2

RELATED WORK

Cross-domain Location Recommendation. Cross-domain recommendation aims to leverage data collected
from multiple domains to alleviate data sparsity issue, which is well summarized and classi�ed in two surveys [10,
22]. Li et al. [22] classi�ed existing researches to three categories: system-domain, data-domain and temporaldomain, while Cremonesi et al. [10] identi�ed four di�erent cross-domain scenarios as no-overlap, user-overlap,
item-overlap and full-overlap. As for the research� eld of location recommendation, cross-domain solutions
recently become a hot topic [11, 16, 24, 54, 60]. Some works leveraged data from other interaction domains
as the auxiliary data. Cuo et al. [11] studied the task of store site recommendation and combined shop-site
interaction matrices from di�erent domains (collected in multiple cities). Some other works leveraged data
collected in the social domain, the online social network for example, as an auxiliary domain to improve location
recommendation [16, 24, 54]. Li et al. [24] transferred the social relation data to the target domain and considered
friends’ visited locations as auxiliary information. Gao et al. [16] combined co-relation attributes in social
network in social domain and geographical attributes in the interaction domain to build features and perform
recommendation. Yang et al. [54] combined social domain and interaction domain in the latent space via setting
constraints to users’ and their friends’ embeddings. In this work, we focus on a task of cross-domain location
recommendation leveraging two interaction domains with overlapped locations. It falls into category of domainlevel in [22] and category of item-overlap in [10]. Speci�cally, domain-level de�ned in [22] refers to that users
or items can be related across domains via attributes or identi�ers; item-overlap in [10] is de�ned as that the
multiple domains have very same functionality and overlapped items. In our task, locations (i.e., POIs) are the
so-called overlapped items across two domains.
Location Privacy Protection User mobility traces contain sensitive information of individual users such as
personal habits, residence, etc. To protect those private information extracted from users’ trajectory data, a lot
of approaches [2, 20, 43, 44, 52, 53] are proposed based on three widely used privacy models, k-anonymity [46],
l-diversity [32], and t-closeness [26]. Among them, some researches [44, 52, 53] merged several points as one
region in order to fuzz up real location, while some other studies [2, 20, 43] proposed approaches generating
dummy points from the real points. Recently, researchers apply di�erential privacy to user-location interaction
data [1, 2]. Andrés et al. [2] introduced geo-indistinguishability, which utilized the criteria of di�erential privacy
to make sure user’s exact location is unknown while maintaining enough utility. Gergely et al. [1] proposed a
di�erential privacy based release scheme for aggregated statistics of user-location interaction data.
Privacy-preserving Recommendation. Recommender system, a kind of personalized service, is closely related
to user’s information/pro�le, such as gender, age and historical behaviors. In general, traditional recommender
systems include three components of data collection, model training and recommendation results presenting.
There are works studying to attack these three components (data collection [35], model training [21], results
presenting [5]) in recommender systems, respectively, to infer users’ private information, such as behavioral
records. Therefore, existing researches on privacy-preserving recommendation can be categorized according to
which component the privacy protection mechanism is applied to. Some works [19, 23, 31, 37] adopted protection
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mechanism when collecting data. Li et al. [23] transformed the raw trajectory dataset into a bipartite graph, and
then extracted association matrix to inject carefully calibrated noise to meet di�erential privacy. Bin et al. [31]
incorporated both interest-functionality interactions and users’ privacy preferences to perform personalized App
recommendations. Polat et al. [37] presented a scheme for the binary ratings-based top-N recommendation on
horizontally partitioned data, in which two parties own disjoint sets of users’ ratings for the same items, while
preserving data owners’ privacy. Ho et al. [19] apply di�erential privacy to generate region quadtree based on
raw trajectory data. Some other works introduced privacy-preserving mechanism in training models [8, 33].
Chen et al. [8] presented a MF based model which splits latent user vectors into local and global parts to protect
user privacy in the task of point-of-interest recommendation. Mcsherry et al. [33] introduced di�erential privacy
during the training of MF model via adding noise to latent factors. Besides, some works applied protection
mechanism to� nal recommendation results [3, 38]. Riboni et al. [38] proposed the use of di�erential privacy to
extract statistics about users’ preferences and then provided recommendation from those statistics. Berlioz et
al. [3] applied perturbation to MF’s output, the recommendation results, to meet the criterion of di�erential
privacy.
However, these works are not appropriate for our scenario. Speci�cally, di�erent with single-domain recommendation, in cross-domain scenario, there is a new component of data sharing. To avoid the potential attack
from the adversary sta� hired by the target domain (i.e., company), it is essential to employ protection mechanism
on shared data which is ignored by existing works since they focus on single-domain scenario. If we merge
databases (i.e., considering multiple domains as a single domain) and apply existing recommendation methods on
the target domain, then there must be a sta� of the target domain can access the raw data from the auxiliary
domain. To completely eliminate this possibility, in this work, we apply protection mechanism in data sharing.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW
3.1 Problem Definition
3.1.1 Cross-domain Location Recommendation. Location recommendation is de�ned to recommend new
locations to users. In this paper, if not otherwise speci�ed, we refer location recommendation as to recommend
an individual POI, which is the most widely setting in literature [28, 29, 57, 58], to a user that has not visited
there before. That is, the task of cross-domain location recommendation is de�ned as to utilize auxiliary domain’s
user-location (i.e., user-POI) interaction data to help improving the performance of location recommendation (i.e.,
POI recommendation) in the target domain.
In the target domain, where M t and N t denote the number of users and locations, respectively, we have a
user-location matrix Yt 2 RM ⇥N with a binary value at each entry de�ned as follows,
⇢
1, if u has visited l;
t
(1)
ul = 0,
otherwise.
Similarly, in the auxiliary domain, we have another binary user-location matrix Ya 2 RK ⇥L , where M a and N a
are the number of users and locations. Di�erent from single-domain location recommendation that only leverages
data from the target domain, Yt , cross-domain location recommendation considers both Yt and Ya to learn a
predictive function estimating the likelihood that a user u will visit a location l that has never been visited before
in the target domain. Note that the overlapped locations across two matrices serve as the bridge to transfer
knowledge to the target domain, while users are di�erent.
3.1.2 Privacy-preserving Cross-domain Location Recommendation. As mentioned in the introduction, direct
sharing makes the raw data of interaction collected from the auxiliary domain accessible in the target domain. It
causes high potential of privacy leakage since domains are operated by di�erent companies ( i.e., the sta� of the
target domain may become an adversary attacker). Then the task of privacy-preserving cross-domain location
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Target Domain
Users in the auxiliary domain

Users in the target domain
Locations shared across domains

Data Sharing

Real interaction
Obfuscated interaction

Stage 1: Data Protection

Stage 2: Data Exploitation

Fig. 1. Illustration of our solution for privacy-preserving cross-domain location recommendation.

recommendation can be de�ned as improving recommendation quality in the target domain with the help of
auxiliary domain, while not sharing raw interaction data. It can be formulated as learning the predictive function
from Yt and Ya , given a limitation that Ya cannot be directly shared to the target domain.

3.2

System Overview

To avoid the risk of leaking privacy due to the direct sharing of auxiliary domain’s interaction data, we propose a
novel design of the framework for privacy-preserving cross-domain location recommendation. Distinct from the
typical problem settings of cross-domain location recommendation, we do not directly share the user interaction
data (the user-location matrix Ya in the auxiliary domain). Instead, we propose a solution that relies on a
protection mechanism which makes the auxiliary domain’s real (raw) interaction data not available in the target
domain. Speci�cally, the framework of our solution can be divided into two stages, as illustrated in Figure 1.
At the �rst stage shown in Figure 1, we apply data protection mechanism in the auxiliary domain. That is, we
perform a function K on Ya to obtain obfuscated interaction data: Y˜a = K(Ya ).
Input: Original user-location interaction data in the auxiliary domain Ya .
Output: Obfuscated user-location interaction data in the auxiliary domain Ỹa .
At the second stage illustrated in Figure 1, we extract signals from the obfuscated auxiliary data Ỹa to help
improving recommendation quality in the target domain:
Input: The user-location interaction data in the target domain Yt , and the obfuscated user-location interaction
data Ỹa from the auxiliary domain.
Output: A predictive model to estimate the likelihood that a user u will visit a location i, which was not visited
by her previously in the target domain.
Speci�cally, taking u, l, and transferred obfuscated trajectory Ỹ a , the model has to predict,
t
ˆul
= f (u, l),

(2)

t 2 [0, 1] denotes the probability of interaction between user u and location l. With the predictive model,
where ˆul
we score the locations not visited before for a given user u, and select the top-ranked (i.e., with higher visiting
probability) locations as the recommendation results for u.
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METHOD

Our proposed framework is featured with two special designs corresponding to the two stages in the task of
privacy-preserving cross-domain location recommendation:
• Di�erential-privacy based Data Obfuscation (Data Protection in Fig. 1). To protect interaction data of
the auxiliary domain, we adopt obfuscation mechanism to add noise. With the power of di�erential privacy, we
propose a generalized version of geo-indistinguishability, making sure users’ exact locations are still unknown
even if attacker can access to the obfuscated noisy data.
• Con�dence-aware Matrix Factorization based Recommendation (Data Exploitation in Fig. 1). To effectively distill useful signals from obfuscated auxiliary data, we calculate a con�dence matrix, of which
the elements stand for the possibility that the corresponding elements in transferred matrix are real interaction records. We then combine it with interaction matrices of two domains to perform a collective matrix
factorization task for recommendation.

4.1

Data Protection

4.1.1 Generalized Geo-Indistinguishability. To protect transferred interaction data, we add noise to raw data.
The� rst work of di�erential privacy [13] generated noise based on Hamming distance. For location data that
is made up of a series of coordinates, Euclidean distance based noise is adopted to provide indistinguishablity,
so as to meet the criterion of di�erential privacy while preserving enough utility [2]. For our task of location
recommendation, in order to combine semantics of POI with location information, we propose the generalized
version of geo-indistinguishability with an improved distance metric. Before we dive into the de�nition, we�rst
introduce some notations.
Given a set of points of interest T , where each POI is denoted as a tuple t = (x, , c) containing spatial
coordinates, (x, ), and POI category ID, c, respectively. The set of possible obfuscated values is P. Then the
mechanism K reports randomly selected value p 2 P based on real location t, with the probability of Pr (K(t)(p)).
For an adversary model, we model the attacker’s side information as (t), which is the probability of visiting a
K(t )(p) (t )
speci�c place t. According to Bayes’ rule, a posterior distribution can be de�ned as = Õ K(t 0 )(p) (t 0 ) . Here we
t0

assume that the attacker know the whole mechanism.
The key for generalized geo-indistinguishability is the de�nition of distance metric. Instead of choosing
Hamming distance in [13] or Euclidean distance in [2], here we propose a new distance metric, called SemanticEuclidean distance, denoted as d S (t, t 0).
D���������4.1. (Semantic-Euclidean Distance). A distance metric d S using both semantics and location information is de�ned on all t, t 0 2 T :
(
deuc ((t .x, t . ), (t 0 .x .t 0 . )) t .c = t 0 .c;
d S (t, t ) =
1
t .c , t 0 .c,
0

(3)

which allows two secrets to be distinguishable. The intention here is that we only apply obfuscation within the
same category and leave those locations from di�erent categories distinguishable, which preserves the semantics
of each POI to the category level while protecting location privacy at the same time.
Now we can introduce the probabilistic model of geo-indistinguishability using these notations.
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D���������4.2. (Generalized Geo-Indistinguishability 3 ). A mechanism K satis�es generalized -geo-indistinguishability
i� for all t, t 0 2 T :
(4)
d P (K(t), K(t 0)) d S (t, t 0),

where d P stands for the multiplicative distance between two distributions
)
supS ✓S |ln( 12 (S
(S ) )|.

1,

2

on some set S as d P ( 1 ,

2)

=

Similar to Planar Laplace Mechanism introduced in [2], we can� rst achieve generalized geo-indistinguishability
by mapping each true POI t to a randomly drawn point p in the in�nite continuous space P according to the
probability density function, which is formulated as follows,
2

e dS (t,p) ,
(5)
2
where the space P is constructed by taking Cartesian product between planar Cartesian space and the set of
category id.
Note that although the semantic-Euclidean distance metric guarantees that the obfuscated location shares the
same category id with the original POI, the obfuscated point p may not be a valid POI, since x,y axis of space P
is in�nite and continuous. Thus, remapping is adopted here by transforming p to the nearest POI tuple using
KD-Tree while� xing the value of c, and then discretization and truncation are achieved.
Prop. 1 claims that the remapping for achieving discretization and truncation preserves generalized -geoindistinguishability with a proof using the notation of di�erential privacy.
D (t)(p) =

P����������1. (Privacy-Preserving Remapping). Let K : T ! P be a randomized mechanism mapping a
POI tuple t in the discrete set T to another tuple p in the continuous space P, which preserves generalized -geoindistinguishability. Let R : P ! T be a deterministic remapping which remaps a tuple p to the nearest POI tuple z
having the same POI category as p. Then R K : T ! T still preserves generalized -geo-indistinguishability.
P����. Consider two POI tuples in T , namely t 1 and t 2 . Let S = {p 2 P : R(p) = z}, then we have:
Pr [R(K(t 1 )) = z] = Pr [K(t 1 ) 2 S]
e

=e

d S (t 1,t 2 )

d S (t 1,t 2 )

Pr [K(t 2 ) 2 S]

Pr [R(K(t 2 )) = z]

(6)
⇤

The above algorithm of location obfuscation can be summarized as Alg. 1. In Alg. 1, we� rst sampled two
random variables from two uniform distributions, namely and p, and therefore derived the obfuscated distance
r via Lambert W function so that a planar Laplacian noise can be sampled e�ciently in a polar system. Adding
the noise to the original POI leads to an obfuscated location on the continuous plane. To transform it to a valid
POI, we� nd its nearest neighbor in the KD-Tree which contains all POIs within the same category. The last step
is also known as privacy-preserving remapping as we mentioned earlier.
Here we state a characterization of this mechanism, which provides some insights about what privacy guarantee
that our mechanism can provide by comparing prior and posterior of a certain user learned by the adversary. By
using Bayes’ rule, we can derive the following characterization with the help of (4):

3 The

Pr(t |S)
Pr (K(t)(S)) (t)
=
e
Pr(t 0 |S) Pr(K(t 0)(S)) (t 0)

r

(t)
, 8r > 0, S 2 T , 8t, t 0 : d S (t, t 0)  r
(t 0)

(7)

original de�nition of geo-indistinguishability is also compatible with this generalized version, if we discard all information about
semantic and treat all locations as the same category.
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As (7) shows, the observation has limited e�ect to improve the knowledge of the adversary when compared with
side information, since the ratio between them is bounded by the maximum distance in the possible location set.
Therefore, little information gain can be obtained with the observation under our mechanism.
Algorithm 1 Data Obfuscation
Input: t, , KD-Tree
Output: tˆ

U [0, 2 ]
p
U [0, 1]
p 1
1
3: r
(W 1 ( e ) + 1)
4: < tˆ.x, tˆ. > < t .x, t . > + < r cos , r sin >
KD-Tree.query(tˆ)
5: tˆ

. t: original POI tuple, : privacy level
. tˆ: obfuscated POI tuple

1:
2:

4.2

. W 1 : Lambert W function(-1 branch)
. transform to Cartesian system
. search nearest POI within same category

Data Exploitation (Recommendation)

Since the transferred auxiliary data is obfuscated in the stage of Data Protection, it cannot accurately represent
users’ preferences towards di�erent locations. Therefore it is challenging to utilize the noisy data to help improving
recommendation performance in the target domain. Besides, there is another challenge about how to balance
in�uence of two domains’ data. To address them, we� rst calculate con�dence for the transferred matrix to
discriminate its element to be possibly real or possibly fake. We then combine this con�dence matrix with
interaction matrices to perform a collective matrix factorization task for recommendation. This stage, Data
Exploitation, is featured with two designs: 1) con�dence matrix helps us to� lter noise and keep useful signals
reserved in transferred matrix; and; 2) collective matrix factorization can e�ectively balance two domains’
in�uence with joint learning.
4.2.1 Inferring Confidence Matrix. For the transferred user-location interaction matrix, directly utilizing it to
train a recommendation model does not work since each observed visited POI is the output of the protection
mechanism K, which may not represent the real visited POI. That is, some observed POIs in the transferred
visiting matrix are likely to be unobserved in the real visiting matrix and vise visa. To address this challenge,
we introduce a con�dence matrix to help understanding how con�dent each element (no matter observed or
unobserved) is in the transferred interaction matrix.
With regard to our scenario and obfuscation mechanism, using posterior distribution which correlates with
Semantic-Euclidean distance between real and obfuscated points is a natural choice, since neighboring locations
always share similar interaction patterns. Here, the neighborhood is de�ned on the semantic-location space. In
order not to treat those obfuscated locations as real ones (i.e., false-positive records) and not to mistakenly ignore
potential real locations (i.e., false-negative records), we obtain a con�dence matrix C a to measure to what extent
we could rely on the obfuscated records.
With a large amount of POIs within each category in our target area, it is ine�cient to calculate the normalization factor (the denominator) in the formula of posterior mentioned in 4.2.1. Thus, only a sample of locations
with highest posterior is taken into consideration. Without loss of generality, we assume the prior for each POI is
equally-likely, and therefore only the transfer probability derived from our mechanism K matters. Recall that the
probability of perturbing a real POI to another decreases exponentially with the semantic-euclidean distance, it’s
straight-forward to conclude that locations with highest posterior (or con�dence) of being the real locations are
those in the surrounding of the obfuscated location. Therefore, only a sample of m locations are assumed to have
non-zero values of con�dence. After normalization, the con�dence for user u to have a real visiting record at
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location l can be derived as follows,
cul =

e
m
Õ

i=1

d S (tl ,t 0 )

e

,

l = 1, 2, ..., m,

d S (t i ,t 0 )

(8)

tl 2 Lm ,

where Lm denotes the set of m-nearest locations surrounding the obfuscated location t 0 in the semantic-location
space. Here we omit the normalization constant in the PDF (Probabilistic Distribution Function) of planar
Laplacian noise for simplicity. Note that for those locations beyond Lm , we set their corresponding con�dence
to zero, indicating that the real location is unlikely to be among them. Since each user may check in several
places in the auxiliary domain and every obfuscated location can derive a con�dence vector for every POI, some
locations can have several con�dence at the same time. Here we use the maximum value of each location among
all possible con�dence values, given the fact that every location can only be perturbed to another location.
4.2.2 Apply Confidence to Matrix Factorization. We utilize the model of matrix factorization (MF), which is
frequently used in the� eld of location recommendation [28, 29]. The objective function of basic MF for a single
user-location interaction matrix Y can be formulated as:
N
M ’
’
( ul pu T ql )2 + P ||P||22 + Q ||Q||22 ,
(9)
min
p⇤,q⇤

u=1 l =1

where pu and ql represent the latent vector of user u and location l respectively, which are column vectors of
latent matrix P and Q. In addition, P and Q are the L 2 regularizer for user and location matrices, respectively.
As mentioned before, in this paper we focus on a location-overlap scenario, where two domain’s data are
collected from two companies operated on a same city. Therefore, we assume POIs’ inherent features keep
steady across domains. Thus, it is intuitive to let the overlapped POIs share the same embeddings across two
domains. Thus, we formulate the objective function to optimize in our CCMF (con�dence-aware collective matrix
factorization) model as:
min
a t

p⇤ ,p⇤ ,q⇤

N
Ma ’
’
u=1 l =1

a cul (

a
ul

pua T ql )2 +

N
Mt ’
’
u=1 l =1

t
t ( ul

put ql )2 ,
T

(10)

where a and t are coe�cients controlling the in�uence of these two domains and we have a + t = 1. Here
pua and put denote the embeddings of user u in two domains, respectively 4 ; ql denotes the shared embedding of
a and yt denote the interaction in two domains, respectively. Note
the overlapped item i across two domains; yul
ul
that we omit the L 2 regularization term for clarity. We can observe this is a joint objective function is made up of
objective functions of two tasks on two domains.
4.2.3 Training. In our task of location recommendation, both two matrices need to be factorized are binary.
We adopt negative sampling, a widely-used training manner for implicit matrices in existing researches [18, 34],
to learn the latent matrices Pa , Pt and Q. We introduce negative sampling to stochastic gradient descent (SGD) , a
widely generic solver for machine learning, to optimize our proposed CCMF method. Speci�cally, to construct a
mini-batch, we� rst sample a batch of historical user-location interaction pairs (u, l a ) and (u, l t ) on two domains.
For each (u, l a ), we then adopt the negative sampling technique, to randomly select unobserved locations in the
0
0
0
auxiliary domain {l 1a , l 2a , ..., lna } for user u with a sampling ratio of n. It is the same with target domain’s pair
(u, l t ). With the two constructed mini-batches, we take a gradient step to minimize the objective function. Here
we give the updating rule in SGD as follows.
4 The

users of two domains are always not overlapped, which means user 1 in target domain and auxiliary domain are two totally di�erent
users.
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For auxiliary domain’s mini-batch we have:
8
>
>
<
>

a
= 2( ul
ql · pua ),
a pa
ql + µ( a ul
ql
u
>
>
a
a
a q
>p
p
+
µ(
a ul l
u
: u
and for target domain’ mini-batch, similarly, we have:

8
>
>
<
>

a
ul

t
= 2( ul
ql · put ),
t pt
ql + µ( t ul
ql
u
>
>
t
t q
> pt
p
+
µ(
t
u
: u
ul i
t
ul

Q ql ),
a
P pu );

(11)

Q ql ),
t
P pu ),

(12)

where µ and denote learning rate and regularization terms, respectively.
In conclusion, to exploit the transferred obfuscated interaction data, we� rst calculate a con�dence matrix to
extract useful signals, and we then apply collective matrix factorization to combine this con�dence matrix and
two interaction matrices to perform the recommendation task.

5

EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments on two real-world datasets to answer the following three
research questions:
• RQ1: How does our proposed CCMF method perform in the task of top-K recommendation compared
with single-domain methods and cross-domain methods that leak user privacy? Can our proposed method
alleviate data sparsity issue? What is the relationship between the recommendation performance with
obfuscated and non-obfuscated data?
• RQ2: What is the relationship between the recommendation accuracy and privacy bound in our proposed
solution?
• RQ3: How do the key hyper-parameters, building manner of simulated cross-domain dataset, and density
of area a�ect our proposed solution’s performance?
In what follows, we� rst describe the experimental settings, and then answer the above three research questions.

5.1

Experimental Se�ings

5.1.1 Datasets and Evaluation Protocol. We experiment with two real-world POI check-in datasets which both
contain interaction data from two domains.
• Wechat-Foursquare. Wechat5 is the biggest online social network service in China. Users can check-in with
Wechat mobile App, which is known as Moment. We collect users’ check-in records in the two largest cities in
China, Beijing and Shanghai, both within the time period from 2017-06-01 to 2018-05-31. Each check-in record
includes an anonymous user identi�er, a POI identi�er and timestamp. Foursquare6 is a famous world-wide
check-in service. We utilize the released dataset in [55] including long-term (about 18 months from April 2012
to September 2013) global-scale check-in data collected from Foursquare. Each record in this dataset contains an
anonymous user identi�er, a POI identi�er and timestamp. We carefully match this dataset with Wechat dataset
as follows. First, we obtain POI attributes (coordinate, name, address and category) via querying POI identi�er
through Foursquare API7 . Then we obtain POI identi�er in Wechat dataset via querying these POI attributes
5 https://weixin.qq.com

6 https://www.foursquare.com

7 https://developer.foursquare.com
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Table 1. Statistics of Dataset
Dataset
SimuWechat
Wechat-Foursquare

City

Location#

Beijing
Shanghai
Beijing
Shanghai

19106
18891
3187
4068

User#
3000
3000
899
1063

Target Domain
Record# Sparsity
6326
99.989%
5389
99.990%
7556
99.736%
10814
99.750%

Auxiliary Domain
User# Record# Sparsity
7000
90781
99.932%
7000
85467
99.935%
10368
62609
99.811%
17680
111032
99.846%

through Wechat Map API8 . Last, we match these POI identi�ers across Foursquare dataset and Wechat dataset
mentioned above to obtain cross-domain interaction matrices. We release this precious dataset9 and we believe
it will bene�t the community.
• SimuWechat Since there is no public dataset for the task, to build another dataset other than WechatFoursquare, we utilize above mentioned Wechat dataset to simulate a cross-domain scenario. We� rst sort
the users using the number of interactions in a descending way. Users within the top 70% along with their
interactions are considered as the auxiliary domain, while the others are used as the target domain, which
simulates the data sparsity problem in the target domain. We name this dataset as SimuWechat since it is a
simulated cross-domain dataset. Such operations of building simulated dataset is similar as [10].
The statistics of two utilized datasets are summarized in Table 1. In the evaluation stage, given a user in the
testing set, each algorithm ranks a test location with 99 locations that the user has not visited before. We applied
the widely used leave-one-out technique, a common setting in existing works [14, 18, 30], to obtain the training
set and test set. Therefore for every user, there always exists a test location she has not visited before. We then
adopted two popular metrics, HR and NDCG, to judge the performance of the ranking list:
• HR@K: Hit Ratio (HR) measures whether the test location is contained by the top-K location ranking list (1
for yes and 0 for no).
• NDCG@K: Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) complements HR by assigning higher scores to
the hits at higher positions of the ranking list.
5.1.2 Baselines. We compared the performance of our proposed CCMF with four baselines, which can be
divided into two groups based on whether it models single-domain or cross-domain data.
For the� rst group, we use the state-of-the-art matrix factorization method for single domain.
SMF [34] : Matrix factorization is a competitive recommendation method for single domain. Mnih et al. [34]
proposed a matrix factorization method for implicit data with the help of negative sampling technique. We name
this method as SMF (short for Single-domain MF)
The second group contains four methods for cross-domain interaction data.
CMF [45] Collective matrix factorization is proposed to factorize multiple matrices simultaneously. It can be
applied directly to factorize transferred noisy auxiliary matrix and the target interaction matrix, with sharing embeddings of locations across two domains. Here we denote the collective matrix factorization without considering
con�dence as CMF.
WC-CCMF In the stage of data protection, there is a degeneralized version of our CCMF to ignore category of
location. We name this as WC-CCMF (Without Category CCMF).
WC-CMF Similar as CMF, after we conduct the protection mechanism ignoring category of locations we name
the method factorizing transferred auxiliary and the target interaction matrices as WC-CMF.
8 https://lbs.qq.com

9 https://github.com/FIBLAB
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RN-CMF Despite our specially designed obfuscation mechanism, a random-choice noise can also be adopted to
protect privacy. Speci�cally, for each record in the raw auxiliary data, we randomly select one from the whole
location sets with the same category. Then we perform collective matrix factorization on transferred data and
target data directly, and name this method as RN-CMF. Note that because the obfuscated location is sampled
from the uniform distribution, RN-CMF represents a special case where transferred records is obfuscated with
the largest amount of noise.
5.1.3 Parameter Se�ings. To obtain the optimal hyper-parameter setting, we build validation set for each user
similar with building test set. We adopt vanilla SGD to optimize all the methods, and for each method, we tune
its learning rate µ in [0.00001, 0.00002, 0.00005, 0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0005, 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1] and
regularization term P , Q in [0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 10] to report the best performance. For
cross-domain methods, we carefully tune the weight of each domain, a and t respectively, from 0 to 1 with a
step size 0.1. We� x the sampling ratio to 4 and size of mini-batch to 128.

5.2

Performance Comparison (RQ1)

We� rst compare the top-K performance of our proposed CCMF and baseline methods. We study the performance
with setting K from 1 to 10. We choose a relatively small K since we rank the test item in a list with 100 locations, as
mentioned above. In Figure 2, we present the top-K recommendation performance for the two utilized real-world
datasets. We compare our proposed CCMF method with one single-domain baselines and four cross-domain
ones. We also plot the performance of cross-domain recommendation without applying any protection mechanism.
That is, we apply collective matrix factorization on raw interaction data, named RAW-CMF. From these results,
we have the following observations:
• Our proposed CCMF signi�cantly improves recommendation performance in the target domain. For
two cities’ data in both SimuWechat and Wechat-Foursquare datasets, our proposed CCMF achieves the best
performance in most metrics. Note that for all top-K setting, our proposed CCMF method achieves signi�cant
performance gain (12.69%-33.10% for HR and 18.71%-30.11% for NDCG on SimuWechat-Beijing, 9.88%-51.43%
for HR and 25.30%-51.40% for NDCG on SimuWechat-Shanghai, 10.13%-87.50% for HR and 31.11%-87.50%
for NDCG on Wechat-Foursquare-Beijing, and 7.88%-93.0% for HR and 30.67%-93.65% for NDCG on WechatFoursquare-Shanghai.), which demonstrates its e�cacy. Only for SimuWechat dataset in Beijing, CCMF achieve
similar or slightly worse performance compared with its simpli�ed version, WC-CCMF, which means category
information brings no gain in this scenario. Even so, it still outperforms other baseline methods signi�cantly. On
the other hand, cross-domain methods directly using protected auxiliary interaction data, CMF, RN-CMF and
WC-CMF, achieve poor recommendation performance in all datasets on two adopted metrics.This phenomenon
can be easily explained that the protection mechanisms harm the utility of interaction data of the auxiliary
domain while protecting location privacy. Among these three methods, RN-CMF, which perturbs the auxiliary
interaction matrix via random choice achieves the worst performance, because the obfuscated matrix is the
most noisy one.
• No matter what kind of protection mechanism is adopted, models considering con�dence always
achieve better recommendation. Speci�cally, CCMF and WC-CCMF signi�cantly outperform CMF and
WC-CMF, respectively. The quantitative result of gain can be found in 2. This veri�es the e�ect of our specially
designed con�dence technique.
• The single domain recommendation method, SMF, achieve the worst recommendation performance,
out of all the methods. It shows that it is essential to borrow auxiliary data to help improving recommendation
in our utilized real-world datasets.
• Sacri�ce of utility is minor and acceptable for our proposed CCMF to preserve privacy. Compared
with RAW-CMF on unobfuscated data, CCMF achieves a similar or even better performance while protecting
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Table 2. The gain on HR and NDCG for di�erent datasets.
Dataset

City

Wechat-Foursquare

SimuWechat

Shanghai
Beijing
Shanghai
Beijing

Metric
HR
NDCG
HR
NDCG
HR
NDCG
HR
NDCG

Gain of WC-CCMF v.s.WC-CMF
7.88%-93.66%
23.88%-71.43%
2.05%-87.50%
23.32%-87.47%
10.90%-57.09%
28.50%-51.70%
10.90%-29.19%
17.81%-29.18%

Gain of CCMF v.s. CMF
13.61%-111.76%
43.09%-139.04%
10.13%-84.79%
31.10%-84.78%
9.89%-51.44%
25.30%-51.45%
12.52%-30.12%
18.84%-30.12%

Fig. 2. Top-K recommendation performance comparison on SimuWechat dataset in Beijing(K is set from 1 to 10)

user privacy. This is a interesting and surprising� nding that our method with obfuscated data can outperform
baseline methods with non-obfuscated data. It can be explained from the perspective of learning. Actually, in
recommender systems, positive sample (i.e., observed interaction) is always sparse due to the data-sparsity
issue. Recently, some studies [6, 51] demonstrated that selecting some unobserved interactions similar to
observed ones as fake positive samples can signi�cantly enhance the learning of recommendation model and
further improve the recommendation performance. In our model, some unobserved locations near observed
ones are regarded as positive samples. Such operation bene�ts the model learning since neighboring locations
are very similar from the perspective of collaborative� ltering (a user is very likely to visit a location near her
visited locations).
Since the main purpose of cross-domain recommendation is to alleviate the data sparsity and cold start problem,
we further study our proposed method’s recommendation performance for those sparse locations. Speci�cally,
we apply the same evaluation protocol with above experiments, leave-one-out. For each location, its performance
is de�ned as the average of HR@10 and NDCG@10 when it is in the test set. Here we divide locations into
two groups: sparse (has been visited less than 5 users) and non-sparse (has been visited no less than 5 users).
And we conduct experiments on the proposed CCMF and CMF and present the performance gain compared
with SMF in Table 3 and Table 4. From the tables we can observe that for both datasets, our proposed CCMF
can e�ciently improve recommendation performance for both sparse and non-sparse locations. Note that in
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Fig. 3. Top-K recommendation performance comparison on SimuWechat dataset in Shanghai (K is set from 1 to 10)

Fig. 4. Top-K recommendation performance comparison on Wechat-Foursquare dataset in Beijing(K is set from 1 to 10)
Table 3. The comparison between gain of HR@10 and NDCG@10 on sparse and non-sparse locations in SimuWechat dataset,
where =2.
City
Metric
Location type
CMF
Our CCMF

Beijing
HR@10
NDCG@10
Sparse Non-sparse Sparse Non-sparse
-14.81%
-18.57%
-23.04%
-4.32%
17.66%
18.33%
12.69%
38.59%

Shanghai
HR@10
NDCG@10
Sparse Non-sparse Sparse Non-sparse
-1.45%
8.24%
-4.28%
5.23%
41.12%
23.40%
42.47%
30.61%

Shanghai, target domain’s interaction data is sparser, therefore we can observe a signi�cant performance gain for
sparse locations. For Wechat-Foursquare dataset, HR@10 gain for Shanghai’s non-sparse locations is 0.827%,
which can be explained that those frequently visited locations are not so dependent on borrowing auxiliary data
to learn their features, and then transferring data may bring noise instead of useful signals.
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Fig. 5. Top-K recommendation performance comparison on Wechat-Foursquare dataset in Shanghai(K is set from 1 to 10)
Table 4. The comparison between gain of HR@10 and NDCG@10 on sparse and non-sparse locations in Wechat-Foursquare
dataset, where =2.
City
Metric
Location type
CMF
CCMF

Beijing
HR@10
NDCG@10
Sparse Non-sparse Sparse Non-sparse
3.60%
6.02%
-1.55%
5.62%
8.47%
15.54%
6.37%
11.97%

Shanghai
HR@10
NDCG@10
Sparse Non-sparse Sparse Non-sparse
2.68%
13.07%
-2.01%
-1.38%
16.98%
-0.827%
12.28%
6.30%

In summary, experiments on two datasets demonsrate our proposed CCMF method signi�cantly outperform
baseline the-state-of-the-art methods. In addition, CCMF can achieve similar or even better performance than
RAW-CMF on obfuscated data. Further studies show that CCMF can e�ectively alleviate data sparsity issue.

5.3

Utility and Privacy (RQ2)

In our proposed CCMF solution, the parameter controls the privacy bound of protected auxiliary interaction
data. Obviously, there is a trade-o� between the privacy bound and utility for the data-protection stage. Here we
use the expected quality loss to measure the intensity of noise and study how the noise a�ects recommendation
performance. The expected quality loss can be formulated as below, where we only focus on the loss of location
privacy:
’
QL (K, , deuc ) =
(t)K(t)(z)deuc (t, z),
(13)
t,z 2 T

where deuc denotes Euclidean distance metric. According to [7] , when using planar Laplacian mechanism (PL
for short) due to the symmetry in R2 the Euclidean quality loss of PL is independent from the prior and
QL (PL, , deuc ) = 2/ . The intention here is that we model the average obfuscation distance as the quality loss,
since distance is an important feature in location based service.
We choose from {0.4, 2, 4, 20}, corresponding to expected quality loss of {5km, 1km, 500m, 100m} respectively.
For experiment, we use both SimuWechat and Wechat-Foursquare dataset in Beijing as an example, since Beijing
is a larger city than Shanghai. As depicted in Fig. 6, we report how the amount of noise hurts our model’s
performance when compared to the baselines. From these results, the following observations can be obtained:
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• Models using cross-domain data always signi�cantly outperform the single-domain baseline, namely
SMF. Although the noise varies in a large range, the performances of CMF-like models are much better than
SMF, which indicates the robustness of CMF-like models for learning cross-domain features.
• With con�dence enhancement, the models show a� atter trend in the degradation of performance
when the noise gets larger, which indicates the improvement of robustness given by the con�dence.
Our specially designed con�dence inference technique helps extract more useful information and therefore
helps achieve better performance for CCMF and WC-CCMF, compared with CMF and WC-CMF which directly
utilize noisy auxiliary data. Also the CCMF and WC-CCMF model enjoy a higher gain in performance when
the amount of noise is larger, which indicates that the con�dence plays a more important role.
• The semantics of the locations help improve the performance after taking con�dence into consideration in most scenarios. However, for real-world cross domain scenarios, under two extreme cases of
noise when =0.2 and 20, corresponding to quality loss of 10km and 100m, the improvement is not signi�cant.
For small amount of noise, WC-CCMF performs even better than CCMF. The reason is quite reasonable when
considering the pattern of interactions in real life. For those locations sharing the same function within a
small region, they are always in a competing manner. Users may have special preferences for only one or two
of them. However, for those locations from di�erent categories, users may have interactions with many of
them because they are all in walking distance and provide quite di�erent services. Therefore, constraining
the obfuscation in the same category may introduce more noise to the inference of user preference. For high
level of privacy protection, the real locations can be far away from the obfuscated ones, therefore even the
obfuscated location shares the semantics, users are unlikely to visit them as frequently as the real one. These
are cases where distance plays an equal or even more important role than semantics. However, this amount
of noise is unrealistic in real life since it either provides no privacy guarantee or no utility. Note that when
the amount of noise is mild, our CCMF model performs better than WC-CCMF and is less in�uenced by the
noise, which provides more options for real-world platforms to choose from without a signi�cant drop in
performance.
In summary, we study the trade-o� between e�cacy and privacy of our proposed framework. The experimental
results show that the sacri�ce of utility to preserve privacy is de�nitely acceptable.

5.4

Hyper-parameter Study (RQ3)

For our proposed CCMF method, there are some signi�cant hyper-parameters closely related to the recommendation performance. Therefore, we focus on a key hyper-parameter, dimensionality dim and evaluate the
performance on our utilized datasets with di�erent settings.
We compare the performance of all methods in Figure 8 and Figure 9 w.r.t di�erent dimensionality dim of
the latent space. The results demonstrate that the optimal dimensionality in the latent space depends on both
the dataset and method itself. For SimuWechat dataset, the optimal setting for most of the methods is 64. For
Wechat-Foursquare dataset, dimensionality varies from 16 to 256 but brings slight changes on cross-domain
methods’ performance, while for single-domain methods, SMF, 256 is too large. This can be explained that SMF
can only utilize interaction data from the the target domain and the amount of data is too small for training
parameters in the latent space.
To further evaluate our model, as there is no other public dataset available, we utilize the dense WeChat
dataset to simulate cross-domain scenario, similar as [10]. Speci�cally, in [10], there is an operation to manually
control density of data of a domain, which is also very similar with our operation. This is can be explained by
two reasons. First, in real-world applications, cross-domain recommendation is performed to assist in building
recommendation service for a target domain su�ering from data sparsity issue. In other words, data in the target
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(b) Wechat-Foursquare dataset

Fig. 6. Top-10 recommendation performance with di�erent in Beijing City

domain is always sparser. Second, with such experimental setting, cross-domain methods can outperform singdomain ones signi�cantly, which makes cross-domain solutions meaningful. Nevertheless, to make sure there is
no bias in our operation, we add experiments with random splitting. Speci�cally, di�erent from SimuWechat,
we split users to two domains randomly and name this dataset as SimuWechat-Random. Then we follow the
same experimental settings in Section 5.2 and compare the top-K performance of our proposed and baseline
methods, using HR@K as the metric. We present the experimental results in Figure 7, from which we can have
very similar observations with SimuWechat dataset. First, our proposed CCMF still signi�cantly outperforms all
the baseline methods by 6.6%-24.4% on Shanghai and 6.5%-27.5% on Beijing. Second, the performance gain keeps
steady with setting K from 1 to 10. Lastly, our proposed CCMF still achieves similar or even better performance
than Raw-CMF which cannot protect user privacy. In conclusion, our proposed method still works when adopting
another rule to simulate cross-domain scenario.
We further analyze the impact of POI density. Although we utilize the dataset collected from two large cities in
China, the utilized Foursquare-Wechat dataset is very sparse because only POIs recorded by both Foursquare and
Wechat are reserved. Furthermore, during the pre-processing of the dataset, a lot of POIs are� ltered out due
to no records in the speci�c time period or no name for use of matching. The density of� nally utilized dataset
of Foursquare-Wechat is about 0.18 POI/km2 in Beijing and 0.63 POI/km2 in Shanghai, while the SimuWechat
dataset is multiple times denser in both two cities. In fact, experimental results on both Foursquare-Wechat and
SimuWechat are very similar, demonstrate the e�cacy of our proposed method, no matter in dense of sparse areas.
Nevertheless, we choose a suburban district of Shanghai, Minhang District, to study the performance. Among
all positive samples in the test set, we� rst� lter out those POIs lying within this district. Then we evaluate the
performance of all models based on these POIs using average HR@1 and HR@10. Here the calculation of average
HR is conducted by two steps. First, for each positive sample, we� rst calculate a user-based average HR among
users who have a real interaction with this positive sample. Then, a sample-based average is calculated among all
�ltered-out positive POIs. Then we evaluate the performance of all models based on these POIs using average
HR@1 and HR@10. For HR@1, models considering con�dence performs much better than those which do not.
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CCMF and WC-CCMF achieve 0.18779 and 0.17352 of HR@1 respectively, outperforming their corresponding
no-con�dence models by 47.12% and 24.20%. For HR@10, CCMF and WC-CCMF achieve 0.4460 and 0.4412 of
HR@10 respectively, outperforming their corresponding no-con�dence models by 5.28% and 6.78%. These results
further demonstrate that our method can work well in sparse areas.
In summary, further studies on the impact of hyper-parameters demonstrate that our method is not so sensitive
to hyper-parameter, which means it is convenient to apply it to a new dataset. In addition, experiments on another
simulated cross-domain dataset demonstrate the robustness of our proposed method.

Fig. 7. Top-K recommendation performance comparison on SimuWechat-Random dataset in Shanghai and Beijing(K is set
from 1 to 10)

Fig. 8. Performance with di�erent dimensionality dim on SimuWechat dataset
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Fig. 9. Performance with di�erent dimensionality dim on Wechat-Foursquare dataset

6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on the risk of privacy leakage of data sharing in cross-domain location recommendation and
propose a two-stage framework . Speci�cally, we� rst apply obfuscation mechanism to raw data via adding noise
to meet the criterion of di�erential privacy, and then perform a con�dence-aware collective matrix factorization
in the target domain to exploit the transferred obfuscated interaction matrix. Extensive experiments on real-world
datasets demonstrate the e�cacy of our proposed method in improving recommendation while protecting location
privacy. Further studies show that our proposed method can also e�ectively alleviate data sparsity issue. Our
proposed semantic-euclidean distance is demonstrated to be a better solution than euclidean distance to preserve
utility of interaction data. Besides, we� nd there is an interesting trade-o� between utility and privacy.
It is worth mentioning that our work has strong characteristic of practicality and applicability in the real world
since privacy preserving ubiquitous system has aroused more and more concerns [4, 42, 47]. In addition, in this
work, we rely on matrix factorization, a widely used technique in recommender system, to design our framework
for privacy-preserving cross-domain location recommendation. Actually, our novel design can be applied to other
techniques such as neural network based recommendation [9, 14, 17].
Despite the novelty of our work, there are some points about that work we plan to address in the future. First,
we plan to evaluate an online A/B test, which is one of the most important and signi�cant future improvements.
Second, we will try to collect more cross-domain datasets from various areas for further study. Lastly, we will
study utilizing more types of auxiliary domains, such as social domain, in the future work.
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